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A B S T R A C T

The concept of a shared mooring system was proposed to reduce mooring and anchoring
costs. Shared moorings also add complexity to the floating offshore wind farm system and
pose design challenges. To understand the system dynamics, this paper presents a dynamic
analysis for a dual-spar floating offshore wind farm with a shared mooring system in extreme
environmental conditions. First, a numerical model of the floating offshore wind farm was
established in a commercial simulation tool. Then, time-domain simulations were performed for
the parked wind farm under extreme wind and wave conditions. A sensitivity study was carried
out to investigate the influence of loading directions and shared line mooring properties. To
highlight the influence of the shared line, the results were compared to those of a single spar
floating wind turbine, and larger platform motions and higher tension loads in single lines are
observed for the wind farm with shared moorings. The loading direction affects the platform
motions and mooring response of the floating offshore wind farm. Comparing the investigated
loading directions to the 0-deg loading direction, the variation of mean mooring tension at the
fairlead is up to 84% for single lines and 16% for the shared line. The influence of the shared
line properties in the platform motions and the structural responses is limited. These findings
improve understanding of the dynamic characteristics of floating offshore wind farms with a
shared mooring system.

1. Introduction

A floating offshore wind farm (FOWF) is a promising solution to the growing demand for clean and de-carbonized energy. The
design concept of a shared mooring system has been proposed to reduce the cost of FOWFs [1]. A shared mooring system can consist
of single lines and shared lines without additional mooring elements. In such a case, each single line connects a floating offshore wind
turbine (FOWT) to the anchor, and a shared line connects two adjacent FOWTs directly and is completely hanging in the water. Top
views of shared mooring systems for pilot-scale FOWFs are presented in Fig. 1, in which each FOWT is connected to three mooring
lines. Fewer mooring lines and anchors are required for an FOWF with a shared mooring system, which indicates potential for
cost-saving. However, unlike conventional FOWFs, e.g., Hywind Scotland [2], where each FOWT is separate, the novel FOWFs with
shared moorings are expected to exhibit different dynamic response behavior under environmental loading. The technical feasibility
of such a concept needs to be studied through detailed investigations of the system’s dynamic characteristics.

Goldschmidt and Muskulus [3] studied the dynamic properties of FOWFs with shared mooring systems using simplified models
for several configurations. The cost-saving potential of the shared mooring system was revealed but increasing requirements for
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Fig. 1. Shared mooring systems for pilot-scale FOWFs (large solid circle: FOWT, small solid point: anchor, solid line: single line, dashed line: shared line).

the mooring system were reported with larger farm size. Hall and Connolly [4] investigated the dynamics of a four-turbine square-
shaped FOWF with semi-submersible FOWTs and a shared mooring system. Complex restoring properties and a greater tendency
for resonance were found for the mooring systems with shared lines. In a follow-up study by Connolly and Hall [5], a simplified
design algorithm was proposed for the preliminary sizing of shared mooring systems for pilot-scale FOWFs. Several layouts of shared
mooring systems were designed and analyzed for a four-turbine FOWF in different water depths. In [6], Hall modeled and studied
the mooring failure scenario of a dual-semi-submersible FOWF in time-domain simulations. Wilson et al. [7] proposed a design
optimization approach based on a linearized method to model the force-horizontal displacement relationship of FOWTs with a
shared mooring system. The design approach was based on quasi-static mooring analysis and applied to different layouts of FOWFs.
Munir et al. [8] studied the dynamic behavior of a dual-semi-submersible FOWF with a shared mooring system and considered two
different turbine spacings. The study only examined the platform motions. Liang et al. [9] applied the theory of elastic catenary of
hanging cable structures to model the shared line. In a follow-up study, Liang et al. [10] studied the influence of the shared mooring
system on the natural periods and natural modes of a dual-spar FOWF.

The dynamic response of an FOWF in extreme environmental conditions is important to the survivability and structural integrity
of the system. To the authors’ knowledge, there is a lack of literature addressing this aspect for FOWFs with shared moorings. To
explore the extreme responses of FOWFs with shared moorings, we study the dynamic behaviors of a baseline FOWF with two
FOWTs, one shared line, and four single lines for a deep-water site. The influence of the shared line is investigated by comparing
the structural and motion response statistics of the FOWF with those of a single FOWT under extreme wind and wave conditions.
To elucidate the dynamic characteristics of the FOWF, we further consider different loading directions and shared line properties
in a sensitivity study. In the following, the baseline FOWF is introduced in Section 2. The procedures of numerical modeling are
described in Section 3. Section 4 presents the details of the case study. The results are analyzed and discussed in Section 5. Finally,
conclusions are summarized in Section 6.

2. Concept description of the baseline FOWF

The dual-spar baseline FOWF is illustrated in Fig. 2. As shown, two OC3 Hywind spar FOWTs [11,12], Spar 1 and Spar 2,
are deployed in the global surge direction, i.e., along the 𝑥𝑔-axis. Table 1 presents some of the main design parameters of the
OC3 Hywind spar FOWT. The turbine spacing is 1000 m in the initial configuration, which is approximately eight times the rotor
diameter.

The FOWTs are connected by a shared line, Line 5, in the 𝑥𝑔 direction. Due to its self weight, the shared line is pre-tensioned
and has a catenary line shape; see Fig. 3. As a result, two FOWTs move towards each other along the 𝑥𝑔-axis by a short distance
under static equilibrium. Each FOWT has two single lines which are attached to the seabed through anchors. The projected angle
between any two adjacent mooring lines is 120 deg.

The draft of fairleads and the radius from the fairleads to the corresponding floater centerlines are kept the same as in [12].
All fairleads of single lines and the shared line are located 70 m below the still water level (SWL) and 5.2 m away from the
corresponding floater centerlines. The water depth is 320 m below the SWL. The radius from floater centerlines to corresponding
anchors is increased to 953.87 m. A mooring design is made for a single OC3 Hywind spar FOWT in [10]. A two-segment design
with chain and wire is used as it is more representative of actual mooring lines than that of the one-segment design. Detailed design
2
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the dual-spar baseline FOWF (SWL: still water level, dashed line: wire, solid line: chain).

Fig. 3. Static line shape of the shared line of the dual-spar baseline FOWF (loading direction: 0 deg).

Table 1
Main design parameters of the OC3 Hywind Spar FOWT [11,12].

Design parameter Value

Rated power capacity [MW] 5
Turbine type [–] Upwind, 3 blades
Cut-in, rated, cut-out wind speed [m/s] 3, 11.4, 25
Rotor diameter [m] 126
Hub height [m] 90
Total draft [m] 120
Number of mooring lines [–] 3
Radius to fairleads from floater centerline [m] 5.2
Depth to fairleads below SWL [m] 70
Angle between adjacent lines [deg] 120
Water depth [m] 320
3
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Table 2
Mooring properties of the baseline FOWF.

Mooring properties Single line Shared line

Chain segment Wire segment

Material R3 studless chain Steel wire rope Steel wire rope
Water depth [m] 320 320 320
Unstretched length [m] 550 452.2 989.6
Diameter [mm] 115 90 90
Sheath thickness [mm] – 10 10
Mass density [kg/m] 264.50 42.77 42.77
Weight in water [N/m] 2385.86 324.00 324.00
Extensional stiffness [N] 1.06E+09 7.64E+08 7.64E+08
Minimum breaking strength [N] 1.03E+07 8.38E+06 8.38E+06

Fig. 4. Top view of the single FOWT (dashed line: wire, solid line: chain).

procedures can be found in [10]. The mooring design is applied to the single lines of the baseline FOWF. As shown in Fig. 2(b), the
upper segment is made of wire and the lower segment is made of mooring chain. The shared line is supposed to be suspended and
submerged in the water all the time without touching the sea bed or interfering with ship traffic. Wire is lighter than chain and
is therefore used for the shared line. Because there is no design recommendation for the shared line, wire properties of the single
lines are used for the shared line for simplicity. Mooring properties of the baseline FOWF are summarized in Table 2.

To investigate the influence of the shared line, a single spar FOWT is modeled as well. As illustrated in Fig. 4, the three single
lines of the FOWT have the same orientations as Spar 1 in the baseline FOWF. The partial safety factors for an FOWF are not
calibrated in the mooring design standards [13], so the configurations of the single lines are kept the same for the baseline FOWF
and the single FOWT for comparison.

3. Numerical modeling of the dual-spar FOWF

To perform dynamic analyses, the baseline FOWF and the single FOWT described in Section 2 are modeled in SIMA [14,15] in
which the OC3 Hywind spar FOWTs are modeled according to [11,12].

A hydrodynamic analysis is performed for the panel model of the single spar in the frequency domain using the potential-flow
program WADAM [16] to obtain hydrodynamic properties, like the frequency-dependent hydrodynamic added mass and radiation
damping coefficients, the first-order wave force transfer functions, the second-order mean wave drift forces.

The spar floaters are modeled as rigid bodies in the SIMO module of SIMA. Six degrees of freedom (DOFs) of the rigid-body
motions are considered for each FOWT, namely, surge, sway, heave, roll, pitch and yaw. Mooring lines of the baseline FOWF are
modeled as slender structures in the RIFLEX module of SIMA. Fifty bar elements with the same cross-section properties are used
to model the chain segment and the wire segment of the single lines, respectively. One hundred bar elements are used to model
the shared line. Detailed failure modes of mooring materials, e.g., wear of chain or birdcaging of wire, are not considered in the
numerical modeling of the mooring system. The same modeling method is applied to model the single FOWT in SIMA.

The equation of motion for the floating system can be written in the time domain as:

(𝐌 + 𝐀∞)�̈� + 𝐁1�̇� + 𝐁2�̇�|�̇�| + 𝐂𝐱 + ∫

𝑡

0
𝐡(𝑡 − 𝜏)�̇�(𝜏)𝑑𝜏 = 𝐟 (𝑡, 𝐱, �̇�) (1)

in which 𝐌 is the structural mass matrix; 𝐀∞ is the added mass matrix at infinite frequency; 𝐁𝟏 is the matrix of linear damping
coefficients; 𝐁 is the matrix of quadratic damping coefficients; 𝐂 is the matrix of restoring coefficients; 𝐡(𝜏) is the retardation
4
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Table 3
Natural periods of the baseline FOWF and the single FOWT [s].

DOF Surge Sway Heave Roll Pitch Yaw

Baseline FOWF Mode 1 135.51 76.25 31.13 29.48 29.47 8.36
Mode 2 63.52 75.64 31.03 29.48 29.46 8.34

Single FOWT 79.65 79.64 30.75 29.31 29.31 8.69

Table 4
Environmental parameters for the extreme environmental conditions.

Parameter Value

𝑈𝑤 (at hub-height) [m/s] 42.71
𝐼 [–] (Turbulence intensity) 0.12
𝐻𝑠 [m] 15.50
𝑇𝑝 [s] 14.45

function; 𝐱, �̇�, and �̈� are the vectors of the displacement, velocity and acceleration in the time domain; 𝐟 is the external force vector.
ydrodynamic properties obtained from WADAM are implemented in the SIMA model of the baseline FOWF to calculate wave

oads. Wave forces are integrated to the mean water level. Morison elements are added to the underwater part of the spar floaters
o calculate the drag forces. The hydrodynamic coupling between two FOWTs is ignored because of the large turbine spacing.
n extreme environmental conditions, the FOWTs are parked (standing still) and the blades are feathered. As found in [17], the
xtreme response of the baseline FOWF is not entirely wave-dominant and aerodynamic loads do play a role in extreme conditions.
herefore, aerodynamic loads acting on the FOWTs are considered in extreme environmental conditions. The airfoil coefficients of
he FOWT blades specified in [11] are used, based on which the aerodynamic loads are calculated. Drag coefficients are specified to
onsider the drag force acting on the tower. According to the offshore standard [18], the drag coefficients are set to 0.65 based on
he Reynolds number calculation. Since two FOWTs are in a parked condition with rotors at standstill, the aerodynamic interaction
ffect between the FOWTs is ignored.

Twelve free decay tests are performed for the baseline FOWF and six free decay tests are performed for the single FOWT in
IMA. For the FOWF, forces or moments are applied to the FOWTs to obtain initial displacements or rotations in the corresponding
OFs. Then the FOWTs are released and oscillate in the still water. As studied in [10], the baseline FOWF has twelve natural modes
nd natural periods. The estimated natural periods of the baseline FOWF and the single FOWT are summarized in Table 3. For the
OWF, two natural modes, Mode 1 and Mode 2, are identified for all six DOFs. Mode 1 indicates that the two FOWTs move in
he same direction and Mode 2 indicates that they move in opposite directions. From Table 3, it is seen that the natural periods
f translational DOFs in the horizontal plane are mostly influenced by the presence of the shared line, i.e., in the surge and sway
irections, because the diagonal terms of stiffness matrix in these two directions only have contributions from mooring stiffness
10].

. Case study

A case study is conducted to investigate the dynamic characteristics of the baseline FOWF in extreme environmental conditions.
irst, the influence of the shared mooring on the FOWTs is demonstrated by comparing the dynamic responses to those of the single
OWT. Then, the influence of loading directions and shared line diameters are further explored for the baseline FOWF.

.1. Metocean condition

In accordance with the offshore standard [19], the extreme environmental conditions are determined with a return period of
0 years. The metocean condition of a European offshore site, ‘‘Norway 5’’ [20], is used. The 50-year environmental contour surface
s calculated based on the joint distribution of the mean wind speed (𝑈𝑤), the significant wave height (𝐻𝑠) and the spectral peak
eriod (𝑇𝑝). The sea state on the contour surface with the highest 𝐻𝑠 is selected. Other environmental loads like current are not
onsidered in this study. The wind turbine Class I-B and the IEC Normal Turbulence Model are chosen [21,22]. The environmental
arameters are listed in Table 4.

Turbulent wind and irregular waves are considered in simulations. The wind and waves are assumed to come in the same
irection and are specified by a parameter, the loading direction. In SIMA, irregular waves are generated with random wave seeds.
urbulent wind fields are simulated in Turbsim [23] and used in SIMA. The size of the turbulent wind fields is determined to ensure
hat the FOWTs stay inside during motions.

.2. Dynamic analysis of the baseline FOWF

To study how the dynamic characteristics of the FOWTs are influenced by the shared line, dynamic analyses are performed
or the baseline FOWF and the single FOWT under the extreme environmental conditions described in Section 4.1. Two loading
5
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Table 5
Mooring properties for different shared line diameters in the sensitivity study.

Diameter [mm] 90 100 110 120 130

Mass density [kg/m] 42.77 52.24 62.65 73.98 86.25
Weight in water [N/m] 324.00 398.75 481.09 571.00 668.44
Cross-sectional area [m2] 0.0095 0.0113 0.0133 0.0154 0.0177
Extensional stiffness [N] 7.64E+08 9.35E+08 1.12E+09 1.32E+09 1.54E+09
Minimum breaking strength [N] 8.38E+06 1.04E+07 1.25E+07 1.49E+07 1.76E+07

Fig. 5. Static line shape of the shared line in the sensitivity study of the shared line diameter (loading direction: 0 deg).

To determine the number of realizations for the dynamic analyses, a convergence study was conducted with the 0-deg loading
direction. Platform motions and structural responses of the baseline FOWF are considered. The results show that twenty one-hour
realizations are sufficient for the extreme response statistics to reach convergence. Therefore, for each considered environmental
condition, twenty one-hour time-domain simulations were performed for the baseline FOWF and the single FOWT.

4.3. Sensitivity study

4.3.1. Sensitivity study on the loading direction
A sensitivity study is conducted for the loading direction to investigate how it will influence the dynamic behavior of the baseline

FOWF. Because of the symmetry of the dual-spar configuration, we select four loading directions, 0 deg, 30 deg, 60 deg and 90
deg. For each loading direction, 20 one-hour time-domain simulations are performed. The results of platform motions and structural
responses are analyzed and compared.

4.3.2. Sensitivity study on the shared line diameter
To investigate the influence of the shared line on the system’s dynamic characteristics, various shared line mooring properties

are investigated as well. Based on the catalogue data of wires, four shared line diameters are selected besides the original shared
line diameter for the baseline FOWF. The mooring properties of different shared line diameters are listed in Table 5. The length of
the shared line is kept unchanged. The static line shapes of the shared line are plotted in Fig. 5 for different shared line diameters.
With an increasing shared line diameter, the shared line is heavier and therefore, the horizontal displacements of FOWTs from their
initial positions are larger and so does the sagging depth of the shared line in static equilibrium. Two loading directions, 0 deg and
90 deg, are considered in this sensitivity study. For each loading direction, twenty one-hour time-domain simulations are performed
for every configuration with a different shared line diameter and the simulation results are post-processed.

5. Results and discussion

Simulation results obtained from the case study in Section 4 are analyzed and discussed in this section. In Section 5.1, dynamic
behaviors of the baseline FOWF are first analyzed and presented through a comparison to the single FOWT in terms of the linearized
mooring stiffness, the horizontal platform motions and selected structural responses. Then, results of the sensitivity study are
presented in Section 5.2 in which the linearized mooring stiffness, the horizontal platform motions of FOWTs and the selected
structural responses are compared step by step. In the following sections, ‘‘Spar 1’’ and ‘‘Spar 2’’ refer to the FOWTs in the dual-spar
configuration; see Fig. 2. ‘‘Spar’’ refers to the single FOWT; see Fig. 4.
6
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Fig. 6. Linearized mooring stiffness with respect to different loading directions (dual: baseline FOWF, single: single FOWT, static: linearized around the static
equilibrium position, dynamic: linearized around the mean dynamic position).

Table 6
Results of horizontal platform motions of FOWTs in the dynamic analysis.

Parameter Baseline FOWF Single FOWT

Spar 1 Spar 2 Spar

Loading direction = 0 deg
Platform, static equilibrium position [m] (2.56, 0) (997.70, 0) (0,0)
Platform, mean dynamic position [m] (13.59, 0.35) (1006.25, 3.71) (5.28, 0.37)
Platform, motion rangea [m] [−12.40, 12.90] [−12.76, 12.95] [−11.98, 11.94]
Platform, motion SDb [m] 3.64 3.83 3.43

Loading direction = 90 deg
Platform, static equilibrium position [m] (2.38, 0.07) (997.50, 0.07)) (−0.08, 0.08)
Platform, mean dynamic position [m] (1.95, 11.36) (996.79, 11.09) (−1.33, 12.06)
Platform, motion range [m] [−12.72, 13.61] [−12.94, 13.16] [−12.98, 13.72]
Platform, motion SD [m] 3.88 3.82 3.91

a ‘‘Platform, motion range’’ refers to the planar platform motions projected in the 𝑥𝑔 − 𝑦𝑔 plane and along the loading direction.
It is calculated with regard to the ‘‘Platform, mean dynamic position’’.
b ‘‘Platform, motion SD’’ stands for the standard deviation of the planar platform motions projected in the loading direction.

5.1. Comparison between the baseline FOWF and the single FOWT

5.1.1. Comparison of linearized mooring stiffness
The method presented in [10] is applied to calculate the linearized mooring stiffness of the baseline FOWF and the single

FOWT. Both the static equilibrium positions and the mean dynamic positions of the system are taken as the reference position
for linearization. The mooring stiffness is linearized in the coordinate system where the 𝑥-axis is along the loading direction. The
results are plotted in Fig. 6. For the baseline FOWF, the stiffness terms 𝐶𝑀11 and 𝐶𝑀77 are the diagonal terms in the linearized
mooring stiffness matrix and relate to the motions of Spar 1 and Spar 2 in the loading direction. For the single FOWT, the stiffness
terms 𝐶𝑀11 relate to the motion of Spar in the loading direction.

As shown in Fig. 6, for the baseline FOWF, the stiffness terms ‘‘𝐶𝑀11, dual, static’’ and ‘‘𝐶𝑀77, dual, static’’ experience large
changes when the loading direction varies from 0 deg to 90 deg, which is caused by the asymmetry of the shared mooring layout.
The stiffness term ‘‘𝐶𝑀11, single, static’’ is insensitive to loading directions due to the symmetry of the mooring layout. For both
configurations, the mooring stiffness terms linearized around the mean dynamic position differ from those linearized around the
static equilibrium position.

5.1.2. Comparison of platform motion in the horizontal plane
To maintain the structural integrity of power cables and the operation of FOWTs, the motion of FOWTs in the horizontal plane

must be limited by the mooring system. Though there is no specific recommendation in the design standards, e.g., [19], an excursion
limit as a function of the water depth can be assumed [24]. On the other hand, to utilize the space efficiently, the turbine spacing of
an FOWF is not very large in practice. Due to the wake effects, the turbine spacing will influence the power output of wind turbines
in a wind farm [25]. Therefore, it is of interest to check the horizontal platform motions of FOWTs.

Platform motions are presented in the global coordinate system. The statistics of horizontal platform motions are shown in
Table 6 for the baseline FOWF and the single FOWT, where the ensemble average of the 20 realizations is presented. From Table 6,
7
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Table 7
Results of mooring response in the dynamic analysis.

Parameter Baseline FOWF Single FOWT

Line 1 Line 2 Line 5 f1 Line 1 Line 2 Line 3

Loading direction = 0 deg
Pretension [N] 9.50E+05 9.50E+05 8.39E+05 8.50E+05 8.50E+05 8.44E+05
Mooring tension, max [N] 2.34E+06 2.17E+06 5.35E+06 2.04E+06 1.77E+06 1.51E+05
Mooring tension, mean [N] 1.39E+06 1.36E+06 9.61E+05 1.03E+06 9.93E+05 6.86E+05
Mooring tension, SD [N] 1.80E+05 1.76E+05 6.63E+05 1.57E+05 1.43E+05 1.38E+05
Mooring angle, max [deg] 67.43 67.01 90.00 65.94 65.18 64.94
Mooring angle, mean [deg] 63.39 63.19 80.34 61.05 60.77 57.55
Mooring angle, SD [deg] 0.95 0.98 4.70 1.16 1.19 1.87

Loading direction = 90 deg
Pretension [N] 9.47E+05 9.40E+05 8.39E+05 8.52E+05 8.45E+05 8.48E+05
Mooring tension, max [N] 2.45E+06 1.36E+06 4.29E+06 2.27E+06 1.20E+06 1.86E+06
Mooring tension, mean [N] 1.45E+06 6.24E+05 9.59E+05 1.33E+06 5.19E+05 9.59E+05
Mooring tension, SD [N] 2.16E+05 1.45E+05 5.29E+05 2.02E+05 1.16E+05 1.44E+05
Mooring angle, max [deg] 68.28 63.97 89.99 67.57 62.71 64.97
Mooring angle, mean [deg] 63.61 56.57 80.42 63.03 54.62 60.53
Mooring angle, SD [deg] 1.22 2.21 3.03 1.25 2.20 1.14

after reaching a static equilibrium, the two FOWTs of the baseline FOWF approach each other by approximately 2.5 m along the
𝑥𝑔-axis compared to their initial positions. This is caused by the self weight of the shared line, as explained in Section 2. For the
mean dynamic positions, a large offset is observed in the loading direction, which is caused by the mean aerodynamic load and
the mean wave drift force. Compared with the single FOWT, Spar 1 and Spar 2 have relatively larger motion ranges and standard
deviations (SDs) with 0-deg loading direction and similar motion ranges and SDs with 90-deg loading direction. This observation is
due to the shared line configuration (one shared line in the 𝑥𝑔-direction) of the baseline FOWF and is expected to change for other
hared line configurations. The difference of the restoring force provided by Line 5 of the baseline FOWF and Line 3 of the single
OWT is important for the motions of FOWTs in the 0-deg loading direction, but the influence of the difference in the restoring
orce is not significant for the motions of FOWTs in the 90-deg loading direction because the line is nearly perpendicular to the
oading direction.

.1.3. Comparison of structural response
Among the structural response variables, the mooring tension and tower-base bending moment (TBBM) are selected as key

ndicators affected by the dynamics of the FOWTs. For each mooring line, the mooring tension and angle at the fairlead are of
nterest. The mooring angle is defined as the angle between the mooring line and the vertical direction at the fairlead. The sagging
epth, 𝑍𝑠𝑎𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑔 , is investigated to study the line shape of the shared line under dynamic responses. 𝑍𝑠𝑎𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑔 is defined as the vertical

distance from the lowest point on the shared line to the SWL. 𝑍𝑠𝑎𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑔 must be sufficiently large, e.g., > 20 m, if vessels are to pass
between FOWTs.

The statistics of mooring tension and mooring angles at the fairleads are summarized in Table 7 for mooring lines connected
to Spar 1 and Spar. The maximum value, mean value and SD presented in the table are averaged over 20 realizations. For the
0-deg loading direction, higher tension at the fairlead is observed for single lines of the baseline FOWF than for those of the single
FOWT. This is because Spar 1 has a larger mean dynamic offset than Spar, as shown in Table 6. For the 90-deg loading direction,
the mooring responses of Line 1 and Line 2 are comparable between Spar 1 and Spar. This is in agreement with the mean dynamic
positions of FOWTs shown in Table 6. The maximum mooring angles at the fairlead Line 5 f1 are close to 90 deg for both loading
directions, indicating a tightened shared line. It is observed that for both loading directions, the SDs of mooring tension and mooring
angle at the fairlead are much higher in the shared line than in the single lines. This is the trade-off of the reduced number of single
mooring lines and anchors. Therefore, the design of the shared line is of importance to avoid premature or cascade mooring failures
of FOWFs in extreme ocean environments.

A snap event of a mooring line is characterized as a sharp tension spike whose magnitude exceeds typical values of local tension
maxima, after a temporary slackness in the mooring line [26]:

𝑇𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 ≤ 0.1 ⋅ 𝑇𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐 (2)

𝑇𝑒𝑛𝑑 ≥ 1.9 ⋅ 𝑇𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐 (3)

where 𝑇𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 is the local tension minima when the snap event starts; 𝑇𝑒𝑛𝑑 is the local tension maxima when the snap event ends; 𝑇𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐
is the pretension plus the contribution caused by the mean environmental load, i.e., the mean dynamic mooring tension. Snap load
events are checked for all mooring lines of the baseline FOWF. For the investigated loading directions, snap load events are only
observed in the shared line. The shared line experiences more snap load events in the 0-deg loading direction than in the 90-deg
loading direction due to larger relative surge motions between FOWTs. For twenty one-hour time-domain simulations, the averaged
8
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Fig. 7. Mooring response time series of Line 1 (solid line: 0 deg, dashed line: 90 deg).

Fig. 8. Mooring response time series of Line 5 f1 (solid line: 0 deg, dashed line: 90 deg).

loading direction. For the realization with the closest platform motion SD to the mean SD over twenty realizations, the time series
of mooring responses of Spar 1, Line 1 are plotted in Fig. 7; the time series of mooring responses of Spar 1, Line 5 f1 are plotted in
Fig. 8 with 𝑇𝑒𝑛𝑑 of snap load events marked in the time series of mooring tension. Smaller mooring tension with larger variation is
found for Line 5 f1 compared with that for Line 1. Time instants where the mooring angle is close to 90 deg are marked with solid
lines in Fig. 8. It is observed that the peaks of mooring tension and the mooring angle do not occur simultaneously.

TBBM is presented in the local coordinate system of the tower. In the initial condition, a positive fore-aft TBBM is about the
negative 𝑦𝑔-axis and a positive side-side TBBM is about the positive 𝑥𝑔-axis (refer to Fig. 2(a)). The statistics of TBBM are summarized
in Table 8 for the baseline FOWF and the single FOWT, in which the mean value and SD are averaged over twenty realizations.
It is observed that in the loading direction, both Spar 1 and Spar 2 of the baseline FOWF have comparable TBBM statistics as the
single FOWT does. This indicates that for the baseline FOWF with the shared mooring system, the structural design of the towers
does not involve additional considerations.
9
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Table 8
Statistics of TBBMs in the dynamic analyses.

Parameter Baseline FOWF Single FOWT

Spar 1 fore-aft Spar 1 side-side Spar 2 fore-aft Spar 2 side-side Spar fore-aft Spar side-side

Loading direction = 0 deg
TBBM, mean [Nm] −2.43E+07 −2.95E+06 −2.18E+07 −8.88E+06 −2.48E+07 −2.86E+06
TBBM, SD [Nm] 5.59E+07 6.50E+06 5.57E+07 8.98E+06 5.58E+07 6.54E+06

Loading direction = 90 deg
TBBM, mean [Nm] 4.09E+06 −7.47E+07 2.98E+06 −7.43E+07 3.56E+06 −7.44E+07
TBBM, SD [Nm] 4.06E+06 5.77E+07 3.95E+06 5.77E+07 2.44E+06 5.78E+07

Fig. 9. Mean position of body origins of FOWTs in the horizontal plane due to variation of the loading direction.

5.2. Sensitivity study

In the following sections, results of the sensitivity study on the loading direction are presented in Section 5.2.1 and results of
the sensitivity study on the shared line diameter are discussed in Section 5.2.2. In sensitivity studies, simulations and analyses are
carried out for the dual-spar FOWF only.

5.2.1. Sensitivity study on the loading direction
As discussed in Section 4.3.1, dynamic analyses have been performed for the baseline FOWF in four loading directions, i.e., 0 deg,

30 deg, 60 deg and 90 deg. The linearized mooring stiffness, horizontal platform motions and structural response are investigated
and discussed below.

Influence on linearized mooring stiffness
As mentioned in Section 5.1.1, for the investigated loading directions, the mooring stiffness is linearized around the mean

dynamic position in the coordinate system where the 𝑥-axis is along the loading direction. The results are presented in Fig. 6
with markers. For the baseline FOWF, large variations with respect to the loading direction are observed in both the stiffness terms
‘‘𝐶𝑀11, dual, dynamic’’ and ‘‘𝐶𝑀77, dual, dynamic’’. This is caused by different mean dynamic positions of FOWTs due to mean
environmental loads under environmental conditions with different loading directions. For each investigated loading direction, the
stiffness term ‘‘𝐶𝑀11, dual, dynamic’’ of Spar 1 is different from the stiffness term ‘‘𝐶𝑀77, dual, dynamic’’ of Spar 2, which indicates
that unlike the static condition, Spar 1 and Spar 2 are expected to show different motion characteristics in the dynamic analyses.
The linearized mooring stiffness is plotted for the single FOWT for comparison. The stiffness term ‘‘𝐶𝑀11, dual, dynamic’’ of Spar 1
and the stiffness term ‘‘𝐶𝑀11, single, dynamic’’ of Spar show similar variations with respect to the loading directions, resulting from
similar mooring layouts as shown in Figs. 2(a) and 4.

Influence on platform motion in the horizontal plane
The mean dynamic positions of FOWTs averaged over 20 realizations are plotted in Fig. 9, in which the static equilibrium

positions of FOWTs are taken as the reference and put at the original point. Therefore, Fig. 9 presents how far the mean dynamic
positions of Spar 1 and Spar 2 move from the static condition in different loading directions. The mean dynamic positions have
contributions from both the mean aerodynamic load and the mean wave drift force. The magnitude of the mean wave drift force is
on the same level with respect to loading directions, while the mean aerodynamic load differs. The statistics of aerodynamic force
acting on the FOWTs are plotted in Fig. 10 with respect to the variation of the loading direction. In Fig. 10, the aerodynamic force
is presented in the main shaft coordinate system. The 𝑥-shaft-axis is along the shaft line and the 𝑦-shaft-axis is perpendicular to the
shaft line and in the same direction as the 𝑦𝑔-axis in the initial condition. As described in Section 4.1, the blades of the FOWTs
are feathered. Therefore, the mean angles of attack of the blades increase with the increasing loading direction. When the loading
direction is 0 deg, the blades are parallel to the main wind direction, and the drag forces acting on the blades are small which leads
10
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Fig. 10. Statistics of aerodynamic force acting on the FOWTs due to variation of the loading direction (bar: mean value averaged over realizations, error bar:
SD averaged over realizations).

Fig. 11. Platform motion range of FOWTs in the loading direction due to variation of the loading direction.

to small aerodynamic forces in the 𝑥-shaft direction. When the loading direction is 90 deg, the drag forces acting on the blades are
large which results in large aerodynamic forces in the 𝑦-shaft direction. In Fig. 9, it is observed that with the 0-deg loading direction,
Spar 2 has a mean offset perpendicular to the loading direction. This is explained by the aerodynamic force acting on Spar 2 in the
𝑦-shaft direction, as shown in Fig. 10. From Figs. 9 and 10, it is seen that the component of aerodynamic force acting in the 𝑦-shaft
direction is positively correlated to the mean offset of FOWTs in the 𝑦𝑔 direction.

The platform motion ranges in the loading direction are averaged over the realizations and plotted in Fig. 11 with respect to
different loading directions. It is observed that Spar 2 has larger motion ranges than Spar 1 in the 30-deg and 60-deg loading
directions. This interesting observation is explained by the mooring stiffness linearized about the mean dynamic positions, shown in
Fig. 6. In the 30-deg and 60-deg loading directions, the stiffness terms ‘‘𝐶𝑀77, dual, dynamic’’ are much smaller than ‘‘𝐶𝑀11, dual,
dynamic’’.

Influence on structural response
Statistics of mooring responses are plotted in Fig. 12 with respect to the variation of the loading direction.
In Fig. 12(a), it is observed that Line 1 and Line 4 are more loaded than the rest single lines in loading directions except for the

0-deg loading direction. This can be explained by the mean dynamic positions of FOWTs shown in Fig. 9. The windward single lines
are expected to be more loaded than the leeward single lines. When the loading direction is 0 deg, Spar 1 and Spar 2 are driven
to move along the 𝑥𝑔 axis. Therefore, the windward single lines, Line 1 and Line 2, are the most loaded. For Line 4, the averaged
maximum mooring tension is over the minimum breaking strength (MBS) for the 30-deg loading direction and close to the MBS for
the 60-deg loading direction, resulting from the large platform motion ranges in these two loading directions shown in Fig. 11(b).
It is noticed that although the mean tension in the shared line is not necessarily higher than those in the single lines, the variation
of the mooring tension is the most significant. This is caused by the relative motions between Spar 1 and Spar 2. The shared line
is tightened and loosened back-and-forth because of the dynamic motions of the two FOWTs. Due to the large motion ranges of
both FOWTs shown in Fig. 11, the maximum mooring tension experienced by the shared line is close to the MBS in the 30-deg and
60-deg loading directions, indicating the necessity of a redesign for the shared line.
11
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Fig. 12. Statistics of mooring responses due to variation of the loading direction (gray bar: mean value averaged over realizations, white bar: maximum value
averaged over realizations, error bar: SD averaged over realizations).

In Fig. 12(b), it is found that Line 1 and Line 4 have larger mean and maximum mooring angles while Line 2 and Line 3 have
larger SDs of the mooring angle. This is due to the mean dynamic positions and the motion ranges of FOWTs, as shown in Figs. 9
and 11. The more loaded windward single lines have larger mean and maximum mooring angles and the less loaded leeward single
lines have larger variations of mooring angles. The shared line has a large mean mooring angle as expected. For all investigated
loading directions, the shared line is tightened when the mooring angle reaches 90 deg. Therefore, additional attention should be
paid to the design of the shared line. Clump weights or alternative material compositions may be considered in the design of the
shared line to alter the line shape and to reduce the tension variations.

From Fig. 12(c), it is seen that the sagging depth has the largest mean value in the static equilibrium, while in dynamic analyses,
the mean sagging depth is smaller due to the relative motion of FOWTs. For different loading directions, the difference in the mean
sagging depth is not significant. A positive correlation is found between the platform motion ranges of FOWTs shown in Fig. 11(b)
and the maximum and the SD of the sagging depth of the shared line shown in Fig. 12(c) as the maximum and the SD of the sagging
12
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Fig. 13. Statistics of TBBM due to the variation of the loading direction (bar: mean value averaged over realizations, error bar: SD averaged over realizations).

Fig. 14. Mean positions of body origins of FOWTs in the horizontal plane due to variation of the shared line diameter.

depth depends on the level of relative motions between FOWTs. This sagging depth can potentially affect the vessels passing between
the FOWTs.

Statistics of TBBM are plotted in Fig. 13 with respect to the loading directions. It is observed that with an increasing loading
direction, the fore-aft TBBMs of both FOWTs decrease and the side-side TBBMs increase. This is in agreement with the variation of
aerodynamic forces acting on the FOWTs, as shown in Fig. 10.

5.2.2. Sensitivity study on the shared line diameter
As mentioned in Section 4.3.2, to investigate the influence of the shared line, dynamic analyses have been performed for the

dual-spar configuration with different shared line diameters presented in Table 5. Two loading directions, 0 deg and 90 deg are
considered. The results are discussed in the following sections.

Influence on linearized mooring stiffness
The mean dynamic positions of FOWTs are averaged over all realizations and plotted in Fig. 14 with respect to dual-spar

configurations with different shared line diameters. The static equilibrium positions of body origins of FOWTs are marked in the plot
as well. Because the total length of the shared line remains fixed, the self weight of the shared line is proportional to the diameter.
The shared line is heavier with a larger diameter, and the two FOWTs are drawn closer to each other under the static equilibrium.
As shown in Fig. 14, the variation trend of the mean position of the two FOWTs with regard to the shared line diameter remains
the same in both dynamic and static conditions.

The mooring stiffness is linearized for the dual-spar configurations with different shared line diameters. The linearization
procedures described in Section 5.1.1 have been applied. The linearized mooring stiffness terms in the loading direction, 𝐶𝑀11
and 𝐶𝑀77, are plotted in Fig. 15 with respect to different shared line diameters.

For the 0-deg loading direction, the shared line is heavier with a larger diameter and two FOWTs are closer to each other in
the 𝑥𝑔 direction under the static equilibrium, shown in Fig. 14. The mooring tension at the fairleads is affected in both single lines
and the shared line. As a result, the increase of the shared line diameter leads to a decrease in the mooring stiffness linearized
about the static positions. The variation of the linearized mooring stiffness, ‘‘𝐶𝑀11∕77, 0 deg, static’’, is around 28%. Due to the
mean aerodynamic load acting on FOWTs in the dynamic condition, both Spar 1 and Spar 2 are driven along the 𝑥 direction as
13
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Fig. 15. Linearized mooring stiffness for dual-spar FOWFs with different shared line diameters.

Fig. 16. Mean platform motion range of FOWTs in the loading direction due to variation of the shared line diameter.

shown in Fig. 14. Two single lines connected to Spar 1 are stretched more and two single lines connected to Spar 2 are stretched
less. Therefore, the linearized mooring stiffness of Spar 1 is larger than that of Spar 2 in the dynamic condition. For the 0-deg
loading direction, the influence of the shared line diameter is less significant on the linearized mooring stiffness in the dynamic case
compared to that in the static case. The variation of the linearized mooring stiffness, ‘‘𝐶𝑀11, 0 deg, dynamic’’ and ‘‘𝐶𝑀77, 0 deg,
dynamic’’ due to the variation of the shared line diameter is less than 5%.

For the 90-deg loading direction, the mooring tension in the shared line is nearly perpendicular to the loading direction in both
static and dynamic cases. The major influence on the variation of the linearized mooring stiffness is dominated by the single lines
connected to the FOWTs. As shown in Fig. 14, a shared line with a larger diameter drives two FOWTs closer towards each other
and tightens the single lines more. Therefore, the linearized mooring stiffness rises with increasing shared line diameter for both
FOWTs. From Fig. 15, the variation of the linearized mooring stiffness in the 90-deg loading direction is around 18%.

Influence on platform motion in the horizontal plane
The horizontal platform motion range in the loading direction is averaged over realizations and plotted in Fig. 16 with respect to

the shared line diameter. The largest variation of the horizontal platform motion range is 5.5% in Fig. 16, which is relatively small
considering the variation of the shared line diameter. The finding is in agreement with the observations for the linearized mooring
stiffness presented in Fig. 15.

Influence on structural response
Statistics of mooring tension are plotted in Fig. 17 for the dual-spar configurations with different shared line diameters. From

Figs. 17(a) and 17(b), it is observed that the influence of the shared line diameter on the pretension of the mooring lines is significant.
The variation of pretension is approximately 23% for the single lines and 30% for the shared line. For the shared line, the pretension
increases along with the shared line diameter due to the self weight of the shared line. For the single lines, the variation of the
pretension is caused by the static equilibrium positions of FOWTs. The single lines are stretched more when two FOWTs are closer to
each other with a heavier shared line, as shown in Fig. 14. For different loading directions, the windward single lines are more loaded
than the leeward single lines, as shown in Figs. 17(c) and 17(d). Due to the relative motions of the FOWTs, significant variations
of mooring tension are found in the shared line, which should be considered in the design of the shared line. For both loading
directions, the mean mooring tension is higher in all mooring lines with a larger shared line diameter. This is expected because a
14
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Fig. 17. Statistics of mooring tension due to variation of the shared line diameter (gray bar: mean value averaged over realizations, white bar: maximum value
averaged over realizations, error bar: SD averaged over realizations).

heavier shared line results in higher mean tension in the shared line, and the fairleads of single lines are farther from the anchors,
which increases the mean tension in the single lines as well. For the two loading directions, though the pretension in the shared line
increases with the increasing shared line diameter, the maximum mooring tension in the shared line decreases. All the maximum
tension in Figs. 17(c) and 17(d) is below the MBS presented in Table 5. The analysis of snap load events described in Section 5.1.3
has been performed in this sensitivity study as well. With the increasing shared line diameter, the averaged number of snap events
observed at the fairlead Spar 1, Line 5 f1 decreases from 209.35 to 3.20 for the 0-deg loading direction and decreases from 86.05
to 5.50 for the 90-deg loading direction, which shows a similar variation trend as the maximum mooring tension presented in
Figs. 17(c) and 17(d).

Statistics of the mooring angles and sagging depth are plotted in Fig. 18 for the dual-spar FOWF with different shared line
diameters. From Figs. 18(a) and 18(b), it is observed that the mean mooring angles of all single lines increase along with the
shared line diameters. The mooring properties of single lines are not changed in the sensitivity study. With an increasing shared
line diameter, the FOWTs move towards each other and the fairleads move away from the anchors. Therefore, the mean mooring
angles increase accordingly. The line shape of a shared line in the static condition has been studied in [9] for different materials
and diameters. It is found that the mooring angle of the shared line decreases with increasing diameter. This is observed in the
dynamic condition as well, shown in Figs. 18(a) and 18(b) for the mean and the maximum mooring angles. From Fig. 18(c), in
the static condition, the sagging depth of the shared line increases with the increasing shared line diameter, as discussed in [9]. In
the dynamic condition, the maximum sagging depth and the mean sagging depth increase with the increasing shared line diameter
while the SD of the sagging depth decreases. Therefore, if the sagging depth of the shared line may potentially affect the vessels
passing through the FOWF, heavier shared lines with larger diameters should be considered.

Statistics of the TBBM due to the variation of the shared line diameter are investigated as well. It is found that the TBBMs of
FOWTs are not sensitive to the shared line diameter, which makes the TBBMs less important in the design of the shared line. For
the shared line diameters and loading directions investigated, the variations of all TBBMs are less than 4%.

6. Conclusion

This paper presents a dynamic analysis of a dual-spar floating offshore wind farm (FOWF) with a shared mooring system in
extreme environmental conditions. To investigate the influence of the shared mooring on the system behavior, a baseline FOWF is
15
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Fig. 18. Statistics of mooring angles and sagging depth due to variation of the shared line diameter (gray bar: mean value averaged over realizations, white
bar: maximum value averaged over realizations, error bar: SD averaged over realizations).

numerically modeled followed by a detailed case study. Metocean conditions with a 50-year return period are considered and the
platform motion and structural responses of the baseline FOWF are compared to those of a single floating offshore wind turbine
(FOWT). Then, a sensitivity study is performed to assess the influence of different loading directions and shared line diameters. The
main conclusions of this paper are as follows:

• Compared to the single FOWT, larger horizontal platform motions of FOWTs and higher mooring tension in single lines are
found for the dual-spar FOWF. Although the tension level is below the minimum breaking strength in the simulations, large
tension variations and snap events are experienced by the shared line. The design should address snap load events considering
the consequences of snap loads including line breakage and loss of a turbine.

• It is seen that the loading direction has a significant influence on the platform motions of the FOWTs. The present mooring
system layout with one shared line contributes to the variation of station-keeping performance in different directions. The
directional dependence of other FOWF layouts, such as four FOWTs arranged in a square, may exhibit different trends. For
different loading directions, the windward single lines are more loaded than the leeward single lines. The sagging depth of the
shared line experiences large variations up to 16% of the mean sagging depth in dynamic simulations with different loading
directions. For shared mooring applications with small static sagging depth, the potential effects on the passing vessels should
be taken into account in the design of the shared mooring system.

• From the sensitivity study, it is found that the horizontal platform motions and the tower-base bending moments are not
sensitive to the shared line diameter. The influence of the shared line diameter is observed on the mooring responses. In the
sensitivity study, the variation of the pretension is approximately 23% for the single lines and 30% for the shared line. It is
also demonstrated that the shared line diameter has a strong effect on the likelihood of snap loads because the number of snap
events drops dramatically as the shared line diameter increases.

7. Limitations and future work

This paper is limited to a dual-spar FOWF. In future, it would be interesting to investigate the dynamics of FOWFs with additional
wind turbines and alternative shared mooring system configurations. It is also of interest to study the dynamic behaviors of the
baseline FOWF under operational loading conditions, and further, to explore the influence of the shared mooring configuration
on the structural fatigue life. As the natural periods of the FOWF with a shared mooring system are quite different from those
of the original OC3 Hywind spar FOWT [27], the controllers used in operational conditions need to be tuned properly so that
16
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the control algorithm can provide enhanced damping control at multiple resonant frequencies experienced by the FOWF with the
shared mooring [28–31]. In addition, if the FOWTs are too close to each other during operation, the aerodynamic interactions must
be addressed in numerical simulations. For the design check of the fatigue limit state, different load cases need to be considered
together with their probabilities of occurrence [32,33].

As shared lines connect adjacent FOWTs and integrate the FOWF as one floating system, it is of interest to study the failure of
he shared mooring system. Risk assessments and consequence analysis of different mooring failure scenarios, especially in the case
f a cascade failure, should be addressed in future work.
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